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LHCb: A forward spectrometer
Fully instrumented at high rapidities
-  Overlap region with Atlas/CMS  (1.9 < η < 2.5)
-  High rapidities unique to LHCb  (2.5 < η < 4.9)
Can record low momentum muons
-  Reco:    P > 3GeV  &   PT > 0.5GeV
-  Trigger:  Mµµ > 2.5GeV  &  ΣPT > 1.5GeV
-  Exclusive trigger stream:  Mµµ > 1GeV
Muon System Calorimeters RICH detectors
Vertex detector
Tracking stations
Beam Beam
Interaction Point
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2010: 37.7 pb-1 of data on tape, 
          16.5 pb-1 used thus far for electroweak measurements
2011: Hope for 1-2 fb-1 of data
LHCb: A forward spectrometer
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Luminosity measurements at LHCb
Direct Measurements
- Direct measurement of beam parameters - shape, current etc.
- Two methods employed
- Van der Meer scan
- Beam profiling via beam gas interactions 
- See talk of Vladislav Balagura in this afternoons session for details
Indirect Measurements
- Measure the event rate of some theoretically well known process
- Precision determined by:
   - The uncertainty on the cross-section prediction
   - Experimental uncertainties (efficiencies etc.)
- Two processes identified at LHCb for this purpose
   - W & Z production
   - Dimuon production via two photon fusion
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PDFs: parameterised using data from previous 
experiments (HERA, Tevatron, fixed target)
NNLO: accurate to ~1% for W & Z
W & Z production at LHCb
Cross-section calculation must be factorised:
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PDF uncertainties at Q2 ~ MZ2 at the LHC
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Comparison with other PDF sets
Uncertainty of ~ 2-3 %
Overall uncertainty ~ 4-5 %
From J. Stirling
From J. Stirling
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Z cross-section measurement at LHCb
NZ = 833 (16.5 pb-1)
Backgrounds:
Z -> tautau (~0.2)
Heavy flavour (~1)
Hadron mis-id (< 0.03)
Nbkg = 1.2 ± 1.2
L = 16.5 pb-1
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W cross-section measurement at LHCb
Muon impact parameter significance Invariant mass of rest of event
Pt sum of rest of event Pt sum of particles in cone 
around muon (R=0.5)
LHCb preliminaryLHCb preliminary
LHCb preliminaryLHCb preliminary
Data derived:
- cuts
- efficiency (sel eff = 55 ± 1 %)
- purity
Cuts applied:
- Muon IPS < 2
- Event mass < 20 GeV
- Event !Pt < 10 GeV
- Cone !Pt < 2 GeV
Data driven efficiency and purity determination
W(sim) = Z(sim)
Z(sim) ~ Z(data)
Background(data) != Z(data)
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Determination of efficiencies: trigger
Single muon trigger efficiency
- Determine from data using an offline selected 
   Z sample and tag and probe method
Tag: muon passing single muon line
Probe: Offline identified muon
- Efficiency given by how often the probe 
   muon passes the single muon line
Efficiency is flat in eta, phi and Pt
No evidence of charge bias
eff = 86 ± 1 %
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Determination of efficiencies: tracking
Muon pseudorapidity
Single muon tracking efficiency
- Determine from data using an offline selected 
   Z sample and tag and probe method
Tag: long track muon passing trigger
Probe: Muon stub with TT hits added
- Efficiency given by how often the probe 
   can be matched to a reconstructed long track
Flat in Pt and phi, 2 regions considered in eta
No evidence of charge bias
eff = 93 ± 1 %
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Determination of efficiencies: muon id
Flat in Pt, phi and eta
No evidence of charge bias
eff = 98.2 ± 0.5 %
Single muon identification efficiency
- Determine from data using an offline selected 
   Z sample and tag and probe method
Tag: long track muon passing trigger
Probe: Long track
- Efficiency given by how often the probe 
   is identified as a muon
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Z cross-section measurement at LHCb
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Fit muon Pt spectrum in data to expected 
shapes for signal and background and 
extract number of background events
Trigger, tracking and muon-id efficiencies 
from Z sample and tag and probe
Measured W+ W- asymmetry
W cross-section measurement at LHCb
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Summary of W & Z measurements
With 16.5 pb-1 we see
- 9500 Wʼs and 833 Zʼs
- Cross-sections and ratios have been measured and compared to NLO predictions
- This corresponds to ~ half of the 2010 data set.
- Using the Zʼs alone, a luminosity measurement with an uncertainty of ~ 5 % is possible
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Exclusive particle production at LHCb
1. Dimuons from photon fusion
- Produced via diphoton fusion
- EM process: uncertainty on CS prediction < 1%
- Ideal for measuring luminosity
- Modeled by the LPAIR generator
   (A.G. Shamov and V.I. Telnov NIM A 494 (2002) 51)
2. Exclusive JPsi, Psiʼ (-> mu mu)
- Produced by photon pomeron fusion
- Modeled by the Starlight generator
   (S.R. Klein and J. Nystrand, Phys. Rev. Lett. 92 (2004) 14003)
3. Exclusive ChiC (-> mu mu + gamma)
- Produced by double pomeron exchange
- Modeled by the SuperChiC generator
   (L.A. Harland-Lang, V.A. Khoze, M.G. Ryskin, W.J. Stirling
    arXiv:0909.4748 [hep-ph])
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Full exclusive dimuon spectrum (17.5 pb-1)
Trigger requirements:
- Just two muons
- Distance of closest approach < 0.15 mm
- Dimuon Mass > 1 GeV
- Dimuon Pt < 0.9 GeV
- SPD multiplicity < 20
Candidates compatible with beam-beam interactions
Additional offline requirements:
- No additional tracks in the vertex detector
- SPD multiplicity < 5 offline
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Backgrounds for exclusive dimuons from photon fusion
Negligible 
contribution
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Discriminating variables for background suppression (MC)
Number of reconstructed charged particles
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Comparison with Monte-Carlo
Track multiplicity = 2 & Acoplanarity < 0.1
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Conclusions 
Luminosity measurements with W & Z events
- W & Z cross-sections predicted with ~ 4% uncertainty
- Very clean Z sample available with reasonable statistics (833 events in 16.5 pb-1) 
- Efficiencies well understood from data
- Full 2010 data-set will enable a luminosity measurement with ~ 5% uncertainty
- W events could also be used. 10 times more stats but lower purity
Luminosity measurements with exclusive dimuons from photon fusion
- Cross-sections predicted with < 1% uncertainty
- 250 candidate events selected in 17.5 pb-1
- Purities seem high (more work needed)
- Work on understanding efficiencies has only just begun
- Exclusive JPsi, Psiʼ and ChiC events have also been isolated and compared to MC
